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An Algebraic Characterization of a Class of Petri Nets

Abstract
ln this paper an algebraic characterization of a class of Petri nets is given. The nets
are characterized by a kind of algebras, which can be considered as a
generalization of the concept of the reachability graph of a (marked) Petri net.

Eine algebraische Charakterisation einer Klasse von Petri Netzen

Zusammenfassung
ln der Arbeit wird eine algebraische Charakterisierung einer Klasse von Petri
Netzen beschrieben. Die Netze werden durch Algebren, die als eine Verallgemeinerung des Begriffs des Erreichbarkeitsgraphs betrachtet werden können,
charakterisiert.

lntroduction
Petri nets are one of the most convenient models of various concurrent systems. They ailow for describing many important dynamic properties of such systems (liveness, safety, deadlocks etc.) by means ofrelatively
simple mathematical tools. There are many various equivalent definitions of Petri nets (see [GeLaTh] for example). Most of them define a Petri net as a relational system (usually as a digraph) with some special properties.
This (graphtheoretic) approach seems tobe very reasonable for an easy explanation of many important properties of systems but it is not convenient if properties of a class of concurrent systems are considered. The problern here is that in such case one works normally with a kind of "morphisms" i.e. functions which respect or
reflect some important properties of objects under consideration (here concurrent systems). The consideration
of functions between two relational systems is often relatively difficult and will be always algebraized. The
algebraization allows also using weil known methods of algebra, which are often more efficient than the
methods used normally for studying of relational systems. The "classical" examples of this efficiency can be
found in the algebraic topology. There are many various approaches to an "algebraization" of Petri nets. In the
approach presented by Meseguer and Montanari [MesMol] Petri nets are defined as some special art of graphs
with an additional structure on the set of vertices. This definition allows to describe a category of Petri nets as a
category of graphs treated as two sorted algebras in which the second coordinate of a morphism is a monoid
homomorphism. In Winskel's theory of events structures, Petri nets determine some special art of two sorted
"algebras on multisets". In this approach a Petri net determines an algebra, but the net itself is not determincd
by any axiomatic defined algebra. The main goal of this algebraization here is a description of some algebraic
construction (product and coproduct) on Petri nets.
One of the first "algebraizations" has been proposed by Winkowski (see [Winl], [Win2], [Win3] and
[Win4]). In this approach an algebra of processes in a concurrent system had been examined. An axiomatic
characterization of this algebra has been given in [Korl]. In this paper a class of processes in a C/E system has
been characterized by means of a relatively simple set of axioms. This characterization has been improved in
[Win4]. In all these papers a concurrent system has been characterized as a kind of "monoid with an additional
graph - like structure". This graph structure is here understood as a one sorted algebra satisfying the weil known
equations. This approach ailows for an "unified" considering places and transitions in a net. The elements of
algebras determined by (and determining) Petri nets correspond to the set of elements (i.e. arrows and vertices)
of the reachability graph of a Petri net. The same principle will be explored in this paper. Petri nets have been
characterized by some algebras, called algebras of of presteps, which are "graphs over free monoids generatcd
by elements (i.e. places and transitions) of a net". In this paper nets without marking any are considered; one
can say only a kind of "topological" properties of nets will be characterized in an algebraic way.
It is assumed the reader will be familiar with elementary notions of the theory of Petri nets and abstract
algebra. For further study the reader is requested to [Reil] or [Stal].
In the paper the standard mathematical notation and terminology is used. The only exeption is that the
support set of a relational system (structured set) Ais denoted sometimes by the symbol /A/.
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1

Petri Nets

In this section some elementary notions of the theory of Petri nets conceming the sequel will be
described. The following is provided as a preamble for subsequent sections.

Definition 1.1.
By a Petri Net it is meant any quadruple
N = (P , T , pre , post)
with P and T being disjoint sets and pre and post being functions:
pre , post: T x P

-~

Nat

For every Petri net N = (P , T , pre , post) its coordinates will be denoted by:
P(N) = P , the set of places of the net N
T(N) = T , the set of transitions of the net N
pre(N) = pre , the precondition function of N
post(N) =post, the postconditionfunction ofN.
The following denotation and terminology are used. Let N = (P , T , pre , post) be a Petri net.

Definition 1.2.
a) The function F: P x TuT x P

-~

Nat defined by the formula
F (x ,y )Jpost (x ,y) ~f (x ,y )E TxP
l_pre(y,x) tf(x,y)EPXT

will be called the ftow function of the net N and denoted by F(N).
b) The set Pu Twill be called the set of elements of the net N and denoted by X(N).
c) For every element xEP u T the functions
x 1-~ •x and x 1-~ x •
defined by the formulae:
•x = {yETuP I F(x,y) # 0} and x ·= {yETuP I F(y,x) # 0}
will be called the precedesor and the successor function of the net N respectively. They will be denoted
by the same symbols in every Petri net.
d) For every element xEX(N) we define

•x if XE T(N)

do(x)

={{x}

dl(x)

={(x}

ifxEP(N)

x• if XE T(N)

field(x)

if XEP(N)

=d (x) u
0

d1(x)

e) Forasubset X 0 of the set X(N)

D 0 (X0 )

= Uxex d
0

0

(X) and D 1(X0 )

= Uxex d 1(x)
0

f) For every tE T pre 1 and post 1 are functions defined by the formulae

= pre(t,x)

P

-~

Nat , pre 1(x)

post 1 : P

-~

Nat , post 1(x) = post(t,x)

pre

1 :
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In what follows only nets satisfying the following condition are considered:
ext

v x.yeX(N) • X =

\-1

()

2

y

X

=y

~ X

=y

Presteps in Petri nets

The notion of prestep which is defined in this section plays a fundamental role in consideration about
Petri nets. Very loosely speaking one can say that "a prestep is a multiset of mutually independent elements of a
Petri net". Here also some simple operations on presteps are defined and some of their properlies are shown.

Definition 2.1.
By a prestep in the net N it is meant any multiset Jl : X(N) --> Nat of the set of elements of the net N
such that for every x,yE X(N) it holds:
J.t(x) '# 0 '# Jl(Y)

~

field(x) n field(y) = 0.

The set of all presteps of a net N will be denoted by the symbol PS vCN). For technical purposes it is convenient
to introduce a special "impossible prestep" which, generaly speaking, "represents all multisets on the set X(N)
not satisfying the condition of the above definition". This prestep will be used to avoid a kind of "partiality" of
an algebra of presteps of a Petri net.

Lemma2.la.
For every Petri net N, every prestep aEPS(N) and every place pEP(N) suchthat a(p) '# 0 there exists at
most one transition tE T(N) satisfying the condition:
(fpre)

a(t) '# 0 & pre(t,p) "- 0

ProofThis is an immediate consequence of the definition of presteps. (If for some transitions t,t'E T(N)
we would have pre(t,p) '# 0 and pre(t' ,p) '# 0 then p would be an element of the set field(t) n field(t') with
a(t) '# 0 '# a(t') which contradicts the definition of prestep)
0

Lemma 2.lb.
For every Petri net N, every prestep aEPS(N) and every place pEP(N) suchthat a(p) '# 0 there exists at
most one transition tE T(N) satisfying the condition:
a(t) :1: 0 & post(t,p):;:. 0

(fpost)

The proof is analogaus to the proof of Iemma 2.1a.

0
The above Iemmas have a very simple interpretation. They guarantee that presteps are conftict-free i.e. no
prestep includes two transitions which areinan in- or out-conftict. We define now some operations which make
the set of presteps of a Petri net a graph i.e. the operation of the beginning and the end of a prestep.
Let aEPS(N).

Definition 2.2.
(i)

0 0 (a)=TX {0} u {(p,n)EPXNat:3 1era(t):!-O&n=a(t)pre(t,p)vn=a(p)}

(ii)

o1 (a)=Tx

{0} u {(p,n)EPXNat:3 1era(t):!-O&n=a(t)post(t,p)vn=a(p)}

fora:!- V
fora:~-

V
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The interpretation of the operations defined above is very simple. The prestep 80 (0:) is a function of the
form
8;(o:) : D;(domo:)

---7

Nat

(i = 0,1)

with
8o

(o:)() ={a(t)pre(t,p) ifpE•t f~ra transition tEdoma
P
o:(p)
zn other cases

and

,p) if pE t" fo_r a transition tE doma
8 1(o:)(P) = {a(t)post(t
o:(p)
zn other cases
One can say that a place p occurs in the prestep 80 (0:) with the multiplicity o:(t)pre(t,p) iff it is an inputplace of a (according to the Iemma 2.1a unique) transition t which occurs in this prestep with the multiplicity
o:(t) or with its "own" multiplicity o:(p) if there is no such transition. Analogously, a place p occurs in the
prestep 8 1(o:) with the multiplicity o:(t)post(t,p) iff it is an output-place of a (according to the Iemma 2.1b
unique) transition t which occurs in this prestep with the multiplicity o:(t) or with its "own" multiplicity o:(p) if
there is no such transition.

Lemma2.2.
For every prestep O:E PS(N) and every transition tE T(N) we have:
(80 (o:))(t) = 0 and (8 1(o:))(t) = 0

Proof It is an immediate consequence of the definition of the operations 80 and 8 1.
D

So every prestep being the beginning of a prestep is a multiset in which only places of the net may occur
with non-zero multiplicity. One can say it is a multiset over the set of places of the corresponding Petri net i.e. a
function of the form
8;(0:): P(N)

---7

Nat

Lemma2.3.
For every prestep O:E PS(N) it holds
(\iteT(N)o:(t) = 0) => 8o(o:) = 0: & 81(0:) = 0:
Proof Assurne that for every tE T(N) we have o:(t)

= 0. lmmediately from the definition of the operation

80 we we obtain:
(p,n)E8 0 (0:) <=> n = O:(p)
which completes the proof because of the evident equivalence
\fpeP(N)\fneNat

n =o:(p) iff (p,n)E o:
The proof for the operation 8 1 is similar to the above.
D

Corollary 2.1.
The operations 80 and 8 1 are weil defined i.e. for every prestep o: the relations 80 (0:) and 8 1(o:) are
presteps.
Proof It is an immediate consequence of the Iemmas 2.2. and 2.3. above. (If it were
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(80 (a))(x) t= 0 t= (o0 (a))(y) & field(x) n field(y) = 0.
for a prestep a and some its elements x and y then (because x and y are places by the abowe Iemmas 2.2.
and 2.3.) it woul be
a(x) = a(y)
which contradicts to the assumption that a is a prestep.) For the Operation 8 1 is the reasoning similar.
0

Corollary 2.2.
For every prestep O.E PS(N) we have
and
i.e. the algebra
is a graph.

0
The following Iemmas are of rather technical character.
Lemma 2.4a.
Foreach prestep a and every XE P(N), yE T(N) we have:
XE "y & a(y) "/= 0 :=:} 8 0 (0.)(x) "/= 0
ProofThe condition xE •y is equivalent to pre(y,x) t= 0. So we have
8 o(a)(x) = 0 o(a)(y)pre(y,x) "I= 0
which completes the proof.

0
Lemma 2.4b.
Foreach prestep a and every xE P(N), yE T(N) we have:
xE y • & a(y) t= 0 => 8 1(a)(x) t= 0
Proof. The condition XE y • is equivalent to post(y,x) t= 0. So we have
8 1(a)(x) = 8 1(a)(y)post(y,x) -:t-0
which completes the proof.

0
Let a,ßE PS(N).
Definition 2.3.
a + ß ={a + ß if '~x,yeX(N)a(x) "I= 0 "I= ß(y).=> .field(x) n field(y) = 0&a "I= V "I= ß
V
m other case
The above definition has a very simple interpretation. The "sum" a + ß of presteps a and ß is either equal to
their "standard" sum (as multisets) in the case when their domains are disjoint or it is "undefined" in other cases.
The following Iemmas establish some relations between Operations "+", 80 and 8 1•
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Lemma 2.5.
For every presteps a,ßE PS(N) such that a + ß -:;:. V we have:

o (a + ß) =
0

V iff o0 (a) + o 0 (ß)= V

and

Proof.a =>) Assurne
i.e.
0 0 (a+ß)= V&o0 (a)+ 0 0 (ß)-:;:. V
Irnrnediately frorn the first part of the above conjunction and definition 2.2. we obtain
a+ ß= V
which contradicts to the assurnption that a + ß-:;:. V.
b <==) Assurne
(1)

So for sorne elernents x,yE P(N) we have
(2)

(o0 (a))(x)-:;:. 0-:;:. (o0 (ß))(y) & field(x) n field(y)-:;:. 0 or o 0 (a) =V or oo(ß) =V

If 0 0 (a) =Vor (o0 (ß) =V then a = Vor ß = V i.e. a + ß = V which contradicts to the assurnption that
a + ß -:;:. V. So, let us consider the condition
(o0 (a))(x)-:;:. 0-:;:. (o 0 (ß))(y) & field(x) n field(y)-:;:. 0

(2)
Frorn the fact that

XE P(N) & yE P(N) & field(x) n field(y)-:;:. 0
we infer (c.f. definition of the operation "field") that x = y. Now we have to consider the following possibilities:
l.a(x) -:;:. 0 & ß(x) -:;:. 0. In this case we obtain the thesis irnrnediately frorn the definition of the
operations "+" and "oo".
2.a(x) = 0. In this case there exists an elernent ta.E T(N) suchthat
a(tJ -:;:.0 & xEfield(tJ

If ß(x) -:/. 0 then we have
a(tJ-:/. 0-:/. ß(x) & field(ta) n field(x)-:/. 0
i.e.

a + ß= V.
which contradicts to the assurnption that a + ß -:;:. V.

If ß(x) = 0 then there exists an elernent tpET(N) suchthat
ß(t p) -:/. 0 & XE field(t p)
In this case we have
a(tJ-:;:. 0 & ß(tp)-:;:. 0 & field(tJ n field(tp)-:;:. 0
and we obtain the thesis analogously to the cases above. In the case ß(x) = 0 is the reasoning,sirnilar. The
proof for the Operation 8 1 is analogous.
D

Lemma 2.6.
For every presteps a and ß such that a + ß -:;:. V it holds
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oo(a + ß) = öo(a) + öo(ß)

o,(a + ß) =o,(a) + o,(ß)
Proof. It follows from the above Iemma 2.5. that for every presteps a and ß satisfying the condition a +
ß-:;:. V we have:
00 (<X + ß) "# V iff 00 (<X) + 00 (ß) "# V
So we have to prove that for each xE X(N) it holds:
(00 (<X + ß))(x) = (00 (<X) + 00 (ß))(x)

provided that 00 (<X + ß) "# V.
Let XE X(N) and assume that Ö0 (<X + ß)-:;:. V. It follows from Iemma 2.2. that if xET(N) then
(<X))(x) =(00 (ß))(x) =0
i.e. both functions (multisets) are equal on the set T(N) of transitions of the net N. Assurne xEP(N). We
have to consider the following cases.
(00 (<X + ß))(x)

=(0

0

1. (Ö0 (<X + ß))(x) = 0. Now assume
i.e.
(0 0 (<X))(x) "# 0 or (0 0 (ß))(x) "# 0

1.1. Assurne (Ö0 (<X))(x)-:;:. 0. (If (Ö0 (ß))(x)-:;:. 0 is the reasoning similar.) So we have
a(x)-:;:. 0 or 3 yeT(N) a(y)-:;:. 0 & XE •y
1.1.1. If a(x)-:;:. 0 then we would have
(<X+ ß)(x) "# 0 & XE P(N)
i.e.
which contradicts to the assumption 1.
1.1.2. Assurne
<X(y) "# 0 & XE •y
for a transition yE T(N) of the net N. In this case we have
(a + ß)(x)-:;:. 0 & xE •y
and as a consequence we obtain that

00 (<X + ß)(x) "# 0
which also contradicts to the assumption 1. So it is proven that
(2.6.1)
2. If

(00 (<X) + ß))(x) "# 0

then from the definition of the operation 00 we obtain
(a + ß)(x)"# 0 or 3 yeT(N) (a + ß)(y)-:;:. 0 & XE •y
2.1. Assurne (a + ß)(x)"# 0. In this case we have
either a(x) =0 or ß(x) =0
(It is not possible that a(x) -:;:. 0-:;:. ß(x) because a + ß -:;:. V.) We consider the case a(x) -:;:. 0 only. (The
second case is completely analogous.) In this case we obtain from the assumption xEP(N) that
(Ö0 (<X))(x) = a(x)-:;:. 0
So in this case both sides of the equality under the consideration arenon - zero. We prove that they are
equal. First of all we note that it is not possible that there exists a transition yE T(N) such that

(2.6.2)

ß(y) "# 0 & XE •y
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In fact if y were such a transition then we would have
(a + ß)(x) "# 0 "# (a + ß)(y) & x "# y & field(x) n field(y) = {x} "# 0
i.e. cx, + ß were not a prestep in contradiction to our assumption. So the condition (2.6.2) must hold. But
immediately from this condition and the fact that ß(x)::;:. 0 we infer that (8 0 (ß))(x) =0 which implies
(80 (Cl + ß))(x)

=a(x) = (8

0

(Cl))(x) + 0 = (80 (Cl))(x) + (8 0 (ß))(x)

Thus it is proven that

(cx, + ß)(x) "# 0 & a(x) "# 0 ~ (80 (a + ß))(x) = (80 (a) + 8o (ß))(x)

(2.6.3)

Assurne a(x) = 0. Now if ß(x) ::;:. 0 then the reasoning is analogous. to that in the point 2.1. So assume
ß(x) =0. In this case we have
(Cl+ ß)(x) = a(x) + ß(x) = 0 + 0 = 0
which Ieads to
(Cl+ ß)(y) "#Ü & XE •y
for a transition yE T(N) of the net N. Now we have (c.f. the reasoning in the previous point 2.1.)
either a(y)::;:. 0 or ß(y)::;:. 0
Assurne a(y)::;:. 0. (In the case ß(y)::;:. 0 is the reasoning similar) In this case we have
(a + ß)(y) = a(y)
and as a consequence we obtain
(80 (Cl + ß))(x)

= a(y)pre(y,x)

If it were (80 (ß))(x)::;:. 0 then (because of the fact that ß(x)::;:. 0) it would be
0

ß(y') "# 0 & XE Y
for a transition y'E T(N). But in this case we would have
a(x)::;:. 0::;:. ß(y) & field(x) n field(y) ::;:. 0
because of course xE field(x) n field(y) i.e. it would be cx, + b

= V in contradiction to the assumption. So

it must be
(80 (ß))(x) = 0
which implies
(80 (Cl + ß))(x) = a(y)pre(y,x)

= (8

0

(Cl))(x) = (8 0 (Cl))(x) + 0 = (80 (Cl))(x) + (00 (ß))(x)

The implication is thus proven
(2.6.4)

(cx, + ß)(x) "# 0 & a(x)

=0 ~ (8

0

(Cl + ß))(x)

= (0

0

(Cl) + 8o(ß))(x)

Now "adding" the precedesors of the implication (2.1.) and (2.1 ') we obtain
(2.6.5)

(Cl+ ß)(x) "# 0 ~ (8 0 (Cl+ ß))(x)

=(8

0

(a) + 8o(ß))(x)

which completes proof of the case 2 and we obtain the thesis by (1 ').
The proof of the equality
is similar.
D

3

System Algebras

In this section algebras of presteps are characterized in an axiomatic way. This characterization is given
by the propositions 3.1. and 3.2.
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Definition 3.1.
By a p- algebra we mean any algebra of the form
p

=(P , + , 0 , 0

0

,

0 1)

satisfying the following conditions:
(pl) the reduct mon(P) = (P, +, 0) is a free monoid generated by a set FG(P).
(p2) the reduct grapb(P)

=(P , o

0

,

o 1) is a graph.

(p3) for every elements x,yE P the following conditions holds:
(i)a+ß7: V':::::) Ö0 (x+y)=Ö 0 (x)+Ö 0 (y)
(ii)a+ß7: V':::::) o 1(x+y)=o 1(x)+o 1(y)
(p4) XEFG(P) & yEFG(P) & 0 0 (X) = 0 0 (Y) & 0 l(x) = 0 !(Y):::::) X= Y

Definition 3.2.
An element V' of an p - algebra P will be called a zero element of P iff it is a zero element of the monoid
mon(P) i.e. for all XE P the condition
x+ V'= V'
holds and it is an isolated vertex of the graph grapb(P) i.e. a fixpoint of the operations o 0 and o 1 with
the property that

Proposition 3.1.
For every Petri net N the algebra
PS(N) = (PS(N) , + , 0 , V' , 00 , Ö1)
is an p - algebra.
Proof. We have to prove that the algebra PS(N) satisfies the conditions (pl) - (p3) of the definition 2.1.
above.
(pl) It is evident that the algebra PS(N) is a monoid. Wehave to show the set of its free generators. Let
us consider the set X(N) of all elements of the net N. It is easy to see that every singleton of the form (x}
with xE X(N) is a prestep in the net N. Let us denote the set of all those presteps by the symbol sing(N).
Every prestep a can be written in the form:

a =k 1p 1 + k7P 2 + ... + k,.p,.
with n,kdc 2, ..• ,k,.ENat and p 1,p 2, ••• ,p,. being singletons of the above form. This representation is
unique up to the order of the singletons in it.
Now for every monoid M and every function f : sing(N)
f

11

:

-~/MI

the standard extension

PS(N) -~ M

11

f (k 1p 1 +k2fJ 2 + ·. · +k,.p,.)=kJi(p 1)+kzf(pz)+ ... +k,J(p,.)

is the required unique monoid homomorphism.
(p2) Wehave to show that:
and
01 • 00 = 01 • 01 = 01
The above equalities are immediate consequences of corollary 2.2.
(p3)(i) and (ii) The equalities follow immediately from Iemma 2.6.
(p4) This property is an immediate consequence of the extensivity condition (ext).
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D
Now we show that the conditions (p1) - (p4) of the definition characterize the algebra of presteps of a net up to
isomorphism i.e. we show that every algebra satisfying the conditions (p1) - (p4) is isomorph to the algebra of
presteps of a Petri net.

Proposition 3.2.
Every p - algebra is isomorph to the algebra of presteps of a Petri net.
Proof. Let

p =(P ' + ' 0 ' 8 0 ' 8 t)
be a p- algebra and Atoms(P) the set of free generators of the algebra P. We put
P(P) = {XE Atoms(P) 18 o(x) =X= 8 t(x)}
i.e. P(P) is the set of all "atomic" vertices of the graph graph(P). Note that each vertex of the graph
graph(P) is of the form
v

=ntPt +, ... ,+ nkl'k

with nt, . .. , nk being natural numbers and Pt• . .. ,pk being elements of the set P(P). In fact every element a of the set P (the support of the algebra P) is of the form

a = ntat +, ... ,+ nkak
for some natural numbers nt, .. . , nk and Pt• . .. ,pk being elements of the set Atoms(P). From the uniquess of the representation of this element in the above form and the properties (p3)(i) and (p3)(ii) it follows that for every 1 ~ j ~ k we have
i.e. for every 1 ~ j

~

k we have ajE P(P).

Let
T(P) = Atoms(P)

P(P)

and Iet us consider an element tET(P). Assurne
8o(t) = ntPt +, ... ,+ nkpk

and
Now we define functions

pre1 , post1 : P(P) -~ Nat
in the following way: for pE P(P)

Jn;

pret(p)

=lo

ifp =p; for i'!J<;

in'other case

mj if p = q.1 for j~/

- 0
p ost,(p){

in'other case

Let for every tE T(P) and pE P(P) be
pre(t,p) = pre,(p) and post(t,p) = post1(p)
It is evident that the quadrupel
net(P) = (P(P) , T(P) , pre , post)
is a Petri net.
In order to see that algebras P and PS(net(P)) areisomorph it is sufficient to note that both these algebras
are generated by the same set Atoms(P).
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Concluding remarks

The approach described in the paper allows not only for an "algebraization" of the notion of
Place{fransition Petri net, but it also seems to be a decent startpoint for an algebraization of many other concepts of nettheory. We mention here two of them.
- The concept of a process in a system (Petri net)
The notion of process in a Place(fransition net can be defined as a generalization of the notion of path in a
graph. The "ideology" here is very similar tothat used in the theory of traces (see [Maz1] or [Aa1Roz1]) i.e. a
process in a net N can be defined as an equivalence class of a congruence of the free category generated by the
graph graph(PS(N)). The corresponding congruece is here defined by relatively simple (weak) equation like
that described in [Korl] or [Win4].
- The concept of system (net) morphism.
A net morphism can be defined as a homomorphism of the corresponding algebras of presteps. The so defined
morphisms respect the reachability relation of a net which seems to be important in many for the practicc
relevant cases.
The above problems will be discused in other papers.
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